
An Adjaeny Constraint on Argument Seletion �Kei TAKAHASHIThe University of Tokyo3-8-1 Komaba, Meguro-ku,Tokyo 153-8902, JAPANkei-ta�phiz..u-tokyo.a.jp Kiyoshi ISHIKAWAHosei University2-17-1 Fujimi, Chiyoda-ku,Tokyo 102-8160, JAPANkiyoshi�i.hosei.a.jpAbstratInstead of positing seperate syntati mehanisms, we propose a single working meory meha-nism that uniformly aounts for (i) a puzzle about topialization pointed out and explained inthe LFG literature, (ii) asymmetries in oordination struture observed and analyzed in varioussyntati frameworks, and (iii) the e�ets of inserted phrases and pauses.1 IntrodutionAs Chomsky (1957) made lear, natural language syntax annot be desribed solely in terms of linearorder (�nite-state grammar); hierarhial struture plays a ruial role. However, that does not meanthat linear order has no role to play in our aounts of native (un)aeptability judgments. To say theleast, given that native judgments are results of real-time proessing, it would rather be surprising thatlinear order had no e�et on suh judgments. Thys, some researhers (e.g. Hawkins 1994) have attemptedto explain seemingly syntati phenomena in terms of real-time proessing.In this paper we join suh a reent trend by making a spei� proposal about linear order e�etsand forumulate the proposal in terms of working memory. The struture of the paper is as follows. InSetion 2, we illustrate the (un)aeptability judgments we intend to aount for; we point out that theexisting aounts fail to apture the observational generalization behind the onstrutions. In Setion3, we propose a spei� linear order aount, modeled in terms of working memory. In Setion 4, wedemonstrate that our proposal niely aounts for the phenomena in question. In Setion 5, we furtherexamine the nature of our proposal by suggesting an aount of a potential ounterexample. In Setion6, we reets on what the merits of our aount is more preisely. Setion 7 onludes the paper.2 Data and ProblemsKaplan and Bresnan (1982) pointed out the ontrast in (1), whih poses a problem (at least) for amovement-based analysis of topialization. An obvious explanation for the ungrammatiality of (1a)would be to assume that of annot take a that-lause as its omplement. This leads us t expet that top-ialization of the that-lause does not alter the sentene's unaeptable status, an expetation surprisinglybetrayed by (1b).(1) a.*John was thinking of that he was stupid.b. That he was stupid, John was thinking of.The solution proposed in the LFG literature (Kaplan and Zaenen 1989; Bresnan 2000; Falk 2001) ruiallyrelies on the LFG assumption that omplement seletion is stated in terms of grammatial funtion (GF),instead of part of speeh (POS); the linking of GF and POS is stated by a separate onstraint. Puttingtehnial details aside, the gist of the proposed aount is that (i) while TOP (= topi) an be realizedas a CP, OBJ (= objet) annot; OBJ an only be realized as an NP, (ii) of selets OBJ, and (iii) thesyntati relation in (1b) between of and the topialized lause is stated in terms of GFs. (1a) is bad�A very earlier version of the intuition underlying the theory desribed here was presented at the JapanCognitive Siene Soiety (JCSS) annual meeting in 2003. We thank the JCSS audiene as well as Shûihi Yatabe(the University of Tokyo) for helpful omments, Mafuyu Kitahara (Waseda University) for an informal disussion,and Campbell Hore (Nara Institute of Siene and Tehnology) for native judgments.
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beause, in violation of (i), a that-lause attempts to realize OBJ, the GB seleted by of . In ontrast,in (1b), the OBJ in question is not realized by an overt expression (no violation of (i)); indeed, the OBJvalue is the f-struture of the that-lause, but sine an f-struture ontains no POS information, this doesnot violate (i).1However, suh aounts fail to predit the grammatiality di�erenes in the following examples, whihintuitively seem to be related to the pattern observed in (1). (4{d is from Quirk et al. (1995, x10.41),ited from Yatabe(2004).)2(2) a. John was thinking of [Mary℄.b.*John was thinking of [that he was stupid℄. (=(1a)). John was thinking of [Mary℄ and [that he was stupid℄.d.*John was thinking of [that he was stupid℄ and [Mary℄.(3) a. Ken agreed with, but John denied, that Mike was wrong.b.*John denied, but Ken agreed, with that Mike was wrong.(4) a. Either she or you are/*is wrong.b. Either your brakes or your eyesight is/?are at fault.. Either your eyesight or your brakes are/?is at fault.For example, given that (2{d) di�er only in the order of the onjunts (whih are braketed), they shouldhave exatly the same f-struture, given the natural and standard LFG assumption that f-struture doesneet linear order. The GF-POS mapping is naturally not assumed to reet linear order, either. Thus,an aount of (1) based on f-struture and GB-POS mappings annot be extended to the ontrast in(2{d). Similarly for (3){(4), whih all share the pattern that the good and bad examples only di�er withrespet to the order of the onjunts.Observationally, it seems to us, the generalization is this: the head imposes its restrition (POS ornumber/person agreement) on an argument near enough to it but not neessarily on an argument farenough from it. In other words, only those arguments near enough to the head in linear order have tosatisfy the grammatial requirements imposed by the head. This intuitive generalization onvers (1){(4)uniformly.Suh an intuition itself is not neessarily new. For example, the agreement asymmetry in oordinatestruture as seen in sentenes suh as (4) is a rather old observation, and it is already assumed in theliterature (Sadok 1998; Moosally 1998; Yatabe 2004) that the head agrees only with nearer onjunts.Anexeption is Johannessen (1998), who analyzes a oordinate struture as the maximal projetion of the1For various alternative tehnial formulations of this proposal, see the referenes ited above.2(2) is subsumed under this explanation only when (�) Mary and that he was stupid is analyzed as a on-stituent; if (�) of Mary is a onstituent oordinated with the that-lause, (2) would simply be an ordinaryonstituent oordination whih poses no interesting problem. (We thank Shûihi Yatabe for pointing this out.)However, onsider (i) and (ii).i Sally missed Japan so muh she was thinking nostaligially of even eletion-vans and that rush-hour on theYamanote-line was not so bad as people make out.ii *? Sally missed Japan so muh she was thinking nostalgially even that rush-hour on the Yamanote-line wasnot so bad as people make out and eletion-vans.In (i), even modi�es the NP and the that-lause, whih indiates that the NP and the that-lause form a on-stituent, whih funtions as the omplement of of , thereby demonstrating that (�) is a possible analysis. Further,the ontrast between (i){(ii) suggests that, even when the (�) analysis is fored, the linear order generalization isobserved; the inversion of the onjunts in (iii) degrades the grammatiality.Of ourse, the badness of (ii) ould be a result of the mere fat that the left onjunt is too long and heneplaes too muh burden on working memory, independently of our spei� working memory model to be developedbelow. However, even if we granted suh an argument and assumed that (2) is aepted only on the (�) parse,(2a{d) would then only fail to support our proposal; they would not refute it anyway.



onjuntion, in whih the spei�er and the head agree (the Spe-Head agreement assumed in GB). In alanguage like English in whih the spei�er always preedes the head, then, the �rst onjunt should agreewith the head, whih agrees with its maximal projetion in turn, whih is diretly seleted by the headand hene should satis�es the head's requirements. In short, this predits that, if there is an asymmetryin a oordinate struture, it is the �rst onjuts (but not the other onjunts) that obey the syntatirequirements imposed by the head seleting the oordinate struture, irrespetive of word order betweenthe head and the seleted oordinate struture. For example, it predits the opposite pattern for (4).As far as we are aware, every other published work on oordinate struture asymmetries as well as ourown informant judgments are in onit with his predition. However, this observational generalizationhas failed to be stated expliitly in their formalized theories; Sadok only mentions the observation, andMoosally and Yatabe only stipulate agreement patterns on a ase-by-ase basis. And their aounts per seare not meant to, and annot, over non-oordination sentenes suh as (1), on the other, thereby failingto apture the similarity between (1) and (2){(4). It is not that they merely failed to notie the similarityand to point out that their generalization also overs (1). Any existing non-LFG aount of unboundeddependenies (either in HPSG assumed by Moosally or Yatabe, or any other framework we are aware of)requires the syntati ategory of the �ller to math the requirement imposed on the omplement by theseleting head (P in this ase). Thus, unless one revises either one's treatment of unbounded dependenyonstrutions (the syntati approah) or one's assumption of the role played by syntax in native speakerjudgments (the non-syntati approah), their aounts annot be extended to over (1).The syntati approah would be an obvious ourse to take, but in this paper we dare take the non-syntati approh. For one thing, manipulating syntati mehanisms for unbounded dependeny on-strutions in non-linear order terms, as in LFG, would fail to apture the observational generalization oflinear order e�ets, and hene does not seem likely to sueed in giving a uniform treatment of (1) and(2){(4). For another, the following examples lead us to suspet that the nature of the linear order e�etsis rather not syntati:(5) a.?Ken was thinking of, (pause) that he was stupidb. Ken was thinking of, by the way, that he was stupid.The observation is that the insertion of a pause improves the aeptability (5a), and the additionalinsertion of by the way makes the sentene fully aeptable (5b). On the standard assumption, a pauseand by the way only a�et real-time linear order, not syntax. But the observed pattern is, at leastintuitively, exatly the one we found for (1){(4); the syntati head of fails to exert its onstraints on itsomplement when the omplement beomes further from it. Thus, a syntati aount fails to aptureour intuitive generalization.Let us restate our informal generalization as in (6).(6) The Linear Order E�ets (observation):The syntati requirement the head imposes on an argument is e�etive only to the extent that theargument is \near enough" to the head in linear order.Our task then is to larify the notion of \near enough."3 The Working Memory Model3.1 The General IdeaThe leading idea behind our overall approah is that the Linear Order E�ets (6) is a result of the needfor real-time proessing (parsing or generation by a human agent).Firstly, it is already observed that, after hearing a sentene, the overall form of the sentene is easily lostfrom memory, while the sementi ontent (in the sense of the prediate-argument struture) is retained(Sahs 1967).3 Indeed, there has to be some time interval in order for the overall form to get lost frommemory, but it at least suggests that the goal of parsing is to onstrut the semanti representation ofthe sentene; syntati information is only a means to ahieve that goal. Then, it would not be totallyimplausible to imagine that, while the overall form is retained in memory, more �ner details of \syntati"3This information is due to Abe (1995).
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piees of information4 suh as the head's POS requirements on of the sentene is more easily lost frommemory than the overall sentene form.Seondly, real-time proessing proeeds \from left to right." Given that syntati onstitueny israther orthogonal to the left-to-right linear arrangement, real-time sentene proessing ruially relies onshort-term memory, or working memory, an assumption already assumed widely in the psyholinguistiliterature. Given that the apaity of working memory is severely limited, then, it would be rathernatural, and at least omputationally preferable, that useless information get \expelled" from workingmemory as soon as possible.These two observations lead us to the hypothesis that the �ne-grained syntati information of a sub-sentential expression is \expelled" from working memory even before the end of the sentene. At the pointwhen a given piee of syntati information is \expelled" from working memory, that piee fails to exertsits inuene on the proessing of the remaining parts of the sentene, whih amounts to saying that therelevant syntati onstraint loses its fore at that point. Our idea is to aount for the (un)aeptabilityjudgments observed above with this hypothesis.Although this is not the right plae to disuss various models of working memory (or short termmemory), we assume that some sort of ativation model is orret. That is, to say that an item is inworking memory is to say that that item is ativated in a spei� way. (That item might be an itempreviously stored in long term memory before proessing the sentene in question or an item onstrutedon-line.) This assumption means that whether an item is in working memory or not is not a yes-no matterbut rather a matter of degree; omletely \expelled" items (or those items not put in working memory inthe �rst plae) have the ativation value of zero, ompletely ative items have the full ativation value,and there are also those items whose ativation values are somewhere in between.3.2 The Spei� DetailsHaving illustrated the overall general idea, we now speify the details of our model, in a step by stepfashion.3.2.1 AdjaenyAssume that a pharse (maximal projetion) P1 (here, oneived as a node) is seleted by a phrasalhead P2, whih should ome after P1. One the proessor has sueeded in onstruting P1, P2 an beimmediately onstruted, on a \look ahead" basis, before atually enountering those words that are(or turn out to be) parts of P2. At this point, P2 is onstruted in working memory, with syntatiinformation fully onsistent with the requirements imposed by P1.Next, assume that a lexial head L selets, and hene imposes some syntati information on, a phraseP2 that should ome after L. In suh a ase, too, one the proessor has proessed L it an immediatelyonstrut P2 on a \look ahead" basis, whih we assume the proessor does. Thus, at this point, P2 is putin working memory, with syntati information fully onsistent with the requirements imposed by L.Whihever is the ase, the next inoming words should ideally be those whih are parts of P2; otherwise,the proessor's expetation is betrayed, the attention is detrated from P2, and hene, the syntatiinformation on P2 is deativated, given the limited apaity of working memory.Thus, in both ases, P2 should ideally be adjaent to P1 or L; otherwise, the syntati onstraintC ditated by the grammar on P2 will fail to exert its (full) e�et on the proessing of the sentene,where the (un)aeptability judgment is a result of proessing. In other words, the \degree of adjaeny"inuenes aeptability judgments (given that it makes sense of the \degree of adjaeny"): the furtherP2 is from P1 or L, the less severe the violations of C.3.2.2 Syntax vs. SemantisOur general idea is that ontents in working memory is ativated only to the degree they are useful forthe onstrution of the semanti ontent, here understood as the prediate-argument struture. Thus,what we mean by the term \syntati" above should be understood as \whatever information is notpart of the prediate-argument struture." For example, the phonologial ontent is learly not partof the prediate-argument struture and hene is \syntati" in the sense used here. Similarly for the4By the term \syntati" here we mean whatever �ne aspets of grammar that are not part of the �nal produtof parsing: the semanti representation (prediate-argument struture). In the remainder of the paper, this termis used in this sense unless spei�ed otherwise.



information onerning number and person agreement, even if one assumes that agreement informationis part of semantis, not syntax.53.2.3 The Deativation DegreesWe have thus far proposed that the \degree of adjaeny" determines the degree of deativation.Usually, the term \adjaeny" is understood as a yes-no matter, with no gray zone. However, given thatthe observed adjaeny e�ets are a result of the deativation in working memory, it will be natural totalk about the \degree of adjaeny."Now, what does it mean for two items I1 and I2 not to be adjaent? It means that some other item I3intervenes between I1 and I2. Thus, our thinking leads to the onlusion that the degree of non-adjaenyis just the degree to whih the intervening item I3 deativates the syntati information on I2.With all those bakgrounds, the observed (un)aeptability judgments an be explained in a uniformmanner if something like the following deativation rate assignment is assumed, where 1.0 is the \fullyativated" level, 0.0 is the fully deativated (or \expelled") level, and the e�ets of the presene ofintervening elements are additive:� While proessing I3, where I3 is a maximal projetion argument, 1.0 is subtrated from the ativationlevel of the syntati information on I1 and I2.� While proessing I3, where I3 is a maximal projetion adjunt, 0.3 is subtrated.� While proessing I3, where I3 is a pause, 0.3 is subtrated.� If the result of a subtration beomes less than zero, it ounts as zero.In the next setion we demonstrate that this model suessfully aounts for the observed (un)aeptabilityjudgments in a uniform manner.4 DemonstrationsIn this setion we demonstrate that the above model suessfully aounts for the judgments in questionin a uniform manner, but before proeeding, a word about the theory of grammar is in order.A proessor is a devie that onstruts linguisti representations using the knowledge of grammar.Thus, the preise behavior of a proessor depends on the theory of grammar. In our demonstration, wehave HPSG in mind as the theory of grammar. However, our reliane on the spei� arhiteture ofHPSG is minimal, and we believe that our model an be implemented on other grammatial frameworksalike.64.1 CoordinationThe observed generalization is that the head agrees with the losest onjunt, where the term \agree" ismeant to over both number/person agreement and POS requirements. We examine the POS require-ments on omplements and the number/person agreement on subjets, in that order.4.1.1 Compelement CoordinationThe relevant examples (2a{d) are repeated here as (7):(7) a. John was thinking of Mary.b.*John was thinking of that he was stupid.. John was thinking of Mary and that he was stupid.d.*John was thinking of that he was stupid and Mary.We assume that of in these examples requires an NP omplement, as indiated by (7b). The generalizationis that, given a on�guration of the form:5There is good evidene that number agreement sometimes a�ets the propositional ontent of the sentene, afavorite topi for one of us (for example, see Ishikawa 1998). However, the question of whether number agreementis semanti or syntati (in the usual sense of the term) is a thorny and ompliated question. We avoid adisussion of it and simply assume that it is not part of the semanti ontent (the prediate-argument struture),an assumption widely held in the GB/MP literature.6The ruial features of HPSG we reply upon will be noted in footnotes.
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V [X Y and Z ℄only P1, the �rst or losest onjunt, is required to obey the syntati requirement imposed by V.7Immediately enountering V, the proessor onstruts Y . At this point, the proessor does not knowyet8 that the omplement of V is a oordinated phrase, and hene, there is no point in positing X or Z.The inoming words are analyzed as parts of Y (Figure 1).The syntati requirements imposed by V on Y are fully ative, and the POS of the �rst onjunt Yhas to math the requirement by V. Hene the unaeptability of (7d).VPV YFigure 1: The initial partial tree
VPV XY ZFigure 2: The modi�ed partial treeIn ontrast, upon enountering the onjuntion (in this ase, and), the proessor has to modify thealready onstruted struture to something like Figure 2. X here is a newly onstruted node here.However, at this point, 1.0 is subtrated from the ativation level of the subategorization informationof V (=I1), while proessing the argument phrase Y (=I3).9 This means that the subategorizationrequirement fails to be imposed on X and hene Z; hene the aeptability of (7b).The examples in (3a{b) reeive a similar aount.4.1.2 Subjet CoordinationThe relevant examples (4) are repeated here as (8):(8) a. Either she or you are/*is wrong.b. Either your brakes or your eyesight is/?are at fault.. Either your eyesight or your brakes are/?is at fault.Here we ignore the presene of the expressions either and or .10In (8a), I2 is the VP node. First, assume that I1 is the �rst onjunt, she. Immediately after proessingshe, the proessor does not know yet that it gets oordinated with another NP. Thus, it onstruts aVP node, with the third person singular agreement information. However, while proessing the seondonjunt you (=I3), whih is an argument, 1.0 is subtrated from the ativation level of this agreementinformation on the VP node. Thus, third person singular agreement is not imposed on the VP nodeanymore. Also note that the agreement information on the �rst onjunt (=I1) has also deayed at thispoint. On the other hand, at this point the mother node has to be onstruted for the oordinate subjet.The seond onjunt has just been onstruted, and hene, its seond person agreement information isstill ative in working memory. Hene, the mother node for the oordinate subjet bears the seondperson agreement spei�ation, hene the seond person agreement on the VP and hene the head V.A similar aount applies to (8b{).117Here we follow HPSG and most other syntati frameworks (but not LFG) in assuming that a lexial headimposes POS requirements on its omplements.8In this paper the proessor is assumed to be a parser.9Here we are using the term \argument" in the sense that it is a semanti argument. It may or may not bean argument in the syntati sense, depending on one's preise analysis of the syntax of oordination, whih isbeyond the sope of this paper.10We disuss these expressions in a footnote, after giving the general idea of how our model works.11Speaking preisely, this is not the ase, sine in (8b{), we observe that agreement with the �rst onjuntsdoes not produe full unaeptability, whih the above aounts predit.We suspet that this ompliation is related to the presene of the expressions either and or . While theproper syntati analysis of the either ... or onstrution is not at yet lear, one possible line of analysis wouldbe one in terms of Constrution Grammar, of whih HPSG an be seen as an instane. If the general idea ofConstrution Grammar is assumed, it is plausible that the pharase either X or Y is stored in long term memoryas an underspei�ed phrase, whih is put in working memory as it is. This would signi�antly ompliate thestory, depending on whether suh a onstrution ounts as an argument or an adjunt. We suspet that the mildunaeptability in question is due to suh ompliation, but we have to leave this issue to future researh.



4.2 TopializationThe relevant examples (1a{b) are repeated here as (9a{b):(9) a.*John was thinking of that he was stupid.b. That he was stupid, John was thinking of.In (9a), of is I1, whih onstruts an NP node by \look ahead"; the subategorization requirementof the P imposed on its omplement is fully ative. Thus, the proessor expets an NP, an expetationbetrayed here; hene the unaeptability.In ontrast, in (9b), things are radially di�erent. Immediately after onstruting the topi phrasenode (=I1), the proessor onstruts an S node by \look ahead." However, the proessor next has toonstrut the subjet NP, and then the VP node, and then the PP node, before reahing the P of . Atleast the NP and the PP are arguments. Thus, while onstuting these nodes, the ativation level of thetopi phrase is fully deativated and hene the part-of-speeh information is no longer aessible. Henethe full aeptability of (9b).4.3 InsertionThe relevant examples are repeated here:(10) a.?Ken was thinking of, (pause) that he was stupidb. Ken was thinking of, by the way, that he was stupid.In (5a), a pause (=I3) in inserted between of (=I1) and the node for the that-phrase (=I2). Aordingto our mode, when atually enountering the words omprising the that-lause, the syntati informationon I1 and I3 have hanged from 1.0 to 0.7 (=1.0-0.3), hene the degraded status of (5a).In (5b), there are three intervening elements, the inserted phrase by the way (whih is an adjunt)and the two pauses surrounding it. Eah element substrat .3 from the ativation level of I1 and I3, theadditive result is .9 subtration (.9=.3times3), whih we assume is large enough and an be equated with1.0 subtration.12 This means that the syntati requirement imposed by of is e�etively erased fromworking memeory, and (5b) is orretly predited to be fully aeptable.5 Semanti ConstraintsOne interesting observation is provided by Bayer (1996), who observes that despite rejets a that-lauseomplement, even when the lause is a non-�rst onjunt seperated from it by some other onjunt(s).(11) a. Despite [LaToya's intransigene℄, Mihel signed the ontrat. (NP)b. Despite [the fat [that all the musiians quit℄℄, Mihel signed the ontrat. (NP).*Despite [that all the musiian quit℄, Mihel signed the ontras. (that-lause)d.*Despite [LaToya's intransigene℄ and [that all the musiian quit℄, Mihel signed the ontrat. (NPonjoined with that-lause)This suggests that the onstraint that despite imposes on its omplement does not follow the patternditated by our model.13 We mention this possible ounterexample in order to illustrate more preiselythe nature of our model. We point out that this is not a ounterexample to our model if a semantianalysis along the line suggested here is aepted.12We ould alter the degree of subtration in the previous setion from .3 to 13 without a�eting the story atall, in whih ase the predition is 1.0 subtration.13This leads one to wonder how the requirements imposed by despite manifest in suh extration onstrutionsas topialization. However, as Huddlston, Pullum and Peterson (2002) point out, despite does not allow extrationof its omplement in the �rst plae:i *Here is a list of the objetors, [that they went ahead [despite ℄℄.and thus we annot examine whether it follows the patter or not in extration onstrutions.
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5.1 Contentfull and Contentless PrepositionsIt is rather an old observation in the HPSG literature that English Prepositions have two kinds: thoseprediative Preposition with semanti ontent (P[+PRD℄ in the usual HPSG treatment), and those whihonly serve as a sort of ase marker and hene are without semanti ontent (P[-PRD℄). For example, in(12), the �rst for is a mere \ase marker" with no semanti ontent, whereas the seond for does havesemanti ontent and says that the omplement's referent is the person who is to bene�t from Ken'sbehavior:(12) Ken is waiting for Naomi for me.The observation that despite does not follow the pattern ditated by our model and exhibited by of in(1) and (2) is, we laim, due to the fat that the former is a ontentful P[+PRD℄ while the latter is aontentless P[-PRD℄.Let us assume that only ontentful heads an (but do not neessarily have to) impose semanti restri-tions on their omplements. Thus, despite imposes semanti restritions on its omplement, while of inquestion does not. But what kinds of semanti restritions are imposed by despite?5.2 Seletion Restritions and the Classi�ations of EventsA lassial argument against the possibility of giving a semanti aount of the so-alled Complex NPConstraint is that, while a mere that-lause allows extration from an element inside it, a supposedlysynonymous omplex NP the fat that ... does not. Putting aside the issue of how observations thatmotivate the Complex NP Constraint should be aounted for, this argument is learly invalid. Variousnouns other than fat an take a that-lause omplement, as in:(13) the fat/rumour/laim/... that ...Thus, the natural assumption is that a bare that-lause is neutral as to whether it expresses a fat, arumour, or a laim, et. (f. Asher 1993). Let us all the distintion between a fat, a rumour, a laim,et, P-SORT (short for \proposition sort"). Hene, a bare that-lause is not synonymous, for they di�erwith respet to P-SORT.The above observation an be expressed in at least the following two ways:� The P-SORT of a bare that-lause is underspei�ed.� The P-SORT of a bare that-lause is nil , a speial sort that is distint from those sorts suh as fat ,rumour , laim, et.If things are formulated in HPSG, in whih ase P-SORT will be adopted as a semanti feature whosepossible values inlude fat (and possibly nil), the former analysis means that the value an unify withany sort (it only says that the grammar imposes no onstraint on the value):(14) �SYNSEM jCONT jP-SORT h i�while the latter means that the grammar onstrains the value to be distint from any other sort suh asfat , rumour , or laim:(15) hSYNSEM jCONT jP-SORT niliBoth analyses ould be formulated in HPSG, but if we hoose the latter (i.e. the relevant portion ofthe feature struture of a that-lause is as desribed in (15) and assume that despite seletionally restritsits omplement to be [SYNSEMjCONTjPSORT : nil℄, our model makes the orret preditions, wherewe assume that the lexial entry for fat is partially desribed in Figure 3:When it takes a that-lause omplement, the lause uni�es with 2 , whih struture-shares the P-SOAvalue 3 with the head noun fat . In other words, the propositional ontent is \inherited" from thethat-lause omplement to the head noun fat , and hene to the whole NP the fat that .... On theother hand, the that-lause omplement and the head noun fat have distint P-SORT values: fat andnil . That is, the propositional sort is not inherited. Thus, while a bare that-lause bears the [P-SORTnil℄ spei�ation and hene rejeted by despite, suh an NP as the fat that ... bears the [P-SORT fat℄
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377777775377777775Figure 3: A partial desription of the lexial entry of fatspei�ation, whih suessfully uni�es with the [P-SORT :nil℄ requirement imposed by despite, andhene an suessfully ombines with it.The assumption that despite requires a non-nil omplement is a reetion of the intuition that theomplement of despite has to denote something whih is already established and somehow presupposed.For example, in (16a), the fat that the ontent of the that-lause is a rumour/laim et. is alreadyestablished and presupposed:(16) a. despite the rumour/laim that ...b. *despite that ...In ontrast, in (16b), only the P-SOA (the propositional ontent) is stated. The propositional ontent isexpressed even by an imperative, and hene, by itself does not establish anything. This is the ause ofthe unaeptability.In short, we suggest that the real generalization is not that despite rejets a non-NP omplement butrather that it rejets a omplement whih resists a fative (or presuppositional) reading. Indeed, manyNPs allow a fative interpretation in this ontext, and hene, the inherent fativitity is not in question.Rather, it rejets an expression that annot be interpreted as an already established fat. Our hoie ofassigning the nil as the P-SORT value to a bare that-lause, instead of simply underspeifying it, reetsthis observation.5.3 The Survival of Semanti ConstraintsRemember the intuitive idea behind our model: the requirement imposed by a linguisti item on anotheritem deays in working memory to the extent that it has �nished playing its role for the onstrution ofthe semanti ontent. This means that semanti onstraints should survive, irrespetive of word order;they survive even after the proessing of the whole sentene is well �nished.This in turn means that the semanti onstraint imposed by despite survives, no matter what thelinear order is. That is, it requires a omplement whose P-SORT value is not nil . This is why a barethat-lause is not allowed even as a seond onjunt, given that a semanti requirement imposed on aoordinate struture distributes to eah of its onjunt. 1414Shûihi Yatabe (p..) points out that a bare that-lause is sometimes interpreted as a fat:(i) a. [That John was drunk at that time℄ aused traÆ aident.b. [The fat [that John was drunk at that time℄℄ aused traÆ aident.. [That John won the lotto℄ surprised his girlfriend.d. [The rumor [that John won the lotto℄℄ surprised his girlfriend.In (ia) and (i), it does make sense that the subjet is interpreted as a fat. We an point out that the verbsrequire the subjets to be interpreted as fats. On the other hand, the subjets in (ib) and (id) presuppose thatthe ontent of the that-lause is a fat or rumor. That suh a fativitity presupposition is operative is suggestedby the degraded status of (ii):ii ?[That John might won the lotto℄ surprised his girlfriend.However, this suggests that a bare that-lause sometimes does allow a \fat" interpretation, i.e. as a [P-SORTfat℄ phrase, an observation rather in onit with the aount illustrated in the main text. A disussion of thisonit is left for future researh.
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6 DisussionOur model suessfully gives a uniform aount of the observed (un)aeptability judgments, but thesuess partially owes to the prie we have paid: the stipulation of numerial degrees of deativation. Wehave deided the numerial degrees so that our model would give the orret preditions for (5a{b). Tothe extent that the numerial spei�ations have no independent evidene, our aount of (5a{b) ouldbe alled a mere paraphrase of the observed degrees of unaeptability, or a translation of the observationto a desription in terms of working memory.However, while a mere observation makes no further empirial prediations, our \paraphrase" or \trans-lation" de�nitely does. Indeed, we have not on�rmed the preditions at this point. However, a modelor theory whih makes unexpeted empirial preditions indiates a future researh agenda and hene isfruitful, we assume.In this setion, we �rst point out that our aount makes at least one further, independent prediation.And then we onlude this setion with a somewhat speulative remark.6.1 Phonologial PrimingThe oneptual justi�ation for our assumption that \syntati" information deays in working memoryis that the goal of proessing a sentene is to produe a semanti representation, and hene, it is ostlyto keep an item ative in working memory even after it has beome useless and is something that ahuman proessor is likely to avoid. This predits that phonologial information beomes deativated too(possibly even before purely syntati information beomes deativated).This predition ould be empirially tested. A word is known to ause various priming e�ets. Forexample, assume you assign a lexial deision task to the subjets in a ontrolled experimental setting15and measured the response time (RT). The RT for the test word (alled the target) beomes faster ifyou had presented another word (alled the prime) that has a lose semanti relation with the test wordbeforehand, than if you hadn't, in whih ase you have observed a(n) (indiret) semanti priming e�et.A similar priming e�et, alled a(n) (indiret) phonologial priming e�et, is observed when the primeand the target resemble phonologially to eah other. The usual assumption is that suh a priming e�etis observed only while the relevant semanti or phonologial information is ative in working memory.Thus, if our model is orret, we naturally expet not only that phonologial priming e�ets disappearmore rapidly than semanti priming e�ets but also that the disappearane rates of phonologial priminge�ets orrelate with the degree of the failure for the relevant syntati onstraints to manifest theire�ets.Although we have not atually on�rmed or dison�rmed these preditions, the numerial assignmentsin our model are not mere paraphrases of the observations to the exent that they make suh independentpreditions.6.2 Timing vs. Overt Lingusiti MaterialsIn visual and auditory pereptions, the stimulus is often oluded by irrelevant noise, in whih ase theability to restore those parts missing from the stimulus (or to reonstrut the whole shape of the originalstimulus based on the observed parts) is ruial for the survival of the agent. However, two ases shouldbe distinguished: those ases in whih some parts are simply missing, and those ases whih the missingparts are replaed with some \noise." Automati pereptual restoration ours only in the latter ase.For example, a sequene of disrete pure tones seperated by silent intervals is pereived as just that, aseries of pure tones and silent intervals (no restoration). However, if an appropriate white noise is insertedinto eah silent interval, suddenly it is pereived as one ontinuous pure tone with white noises imposedon it (restoration).16The distintion between the two ases an be understood as a distintion between the absene of theexpeted material (a pure tone) and the presene of something unexpeted (a white noise). Thus under-stood, the distintion begins to sound relevant to our disussion of the linear order e�ets. In senteneproessing, the distintion orresponds to the distintion between (A) the absene of the expeted expres-sion and (B) the presene of an unexpeted expression. But what ounts as an \(un)expeted"expression?15A lexial deision task is a task to deide whether the presented stimulus \word" is a real word in your nativelanguage or a fake word that in fat is not part of your language.16See (and hear) Bregman (1990) and Bregman and Ahad (1996) for demonstrations and disussions of variousvisual and auditory restorations, inluding this one. The well-known Phoneme Restoration E�et an be seen asa subspeies of this.



In our present model, the presene of a pause and the presene of an adjunt are assumed to havethe same numerial e�et, as opposed to the presene of an argument. If a pause does not ount as an\unexpeted expression," no parallelism ould be pointed out betwen our present model and the aboveobservation in visual and auditory pereption. If we want to seek for some non-trivial parallelism, wewould have to assume that a pause does ount as an \unexpted expression."Of ourse, we are not saying that the observations in perpetual psyhology and our own disussionof the linear order e�ets are ompletely parallel. (De�nitely we are not dealing with \restoration.")However, if our present model is on the right trak, it suggests that a pause has a similar status as anovert linguisti expression suh as an argument or an adjunt.Note that we are not advoating that a pause should be oneived as a linguisti expression in thenarrow sense (an empty ategory); a pause is only a silent time interval. Rather, the suggestion is thata time interval does make a di�erene, whih is known to be the ase in phoneti peeption.For example, suppose that an in (17a) is pronouned with a stress on it, in whih ase the vowelbeomes indistinguishable from that in an't in (17b) ([�℄ in Amerian English, as opposed to a shwa).(17) a. I �an do it. [k�n℄b. I an't do it. [k�nt℄Cruially, [t℄ in (17b) is not released and hene fails to exhibit a burst, and beause of the presene of[d℄ immediately following it, its presene or absene annot be distinguished on the basis of the formanttransition of the following vowel. Thus, in suh a ase, (17a{b) annot be distinguished on the basis ofthe presene or absene of [t℄. Rather, they are pereived di�erently beause of the presene of a silentinterval between [n℄ and [d℄ in (17b) that is not found in (17a).17If our model is on the right trak, it suggests that the presene of a mere time interval exhibits ane�et not only in phoneti pereption but also in (un)aeptability judgments. If our reasoning is orret,the reason is obvious: both are something done in real-time. Real-time proessing is, by de�nition,ruially time-dependent, and it would be rather surprising that information onerning time wouldexhibit no e�et in human speeh behavior in real time, subspeies of whih are phoneti pereptionand (un)aeptability judgments. This suggests that lingusits should pay more attention to real-timeproessing than they have done.187 ConlusionIn this paper we have proposed a spei� working memory model to aount for the (un)aeptablityjudgments. The merit of our proposal argued for in this paper is that it gives a uniform aount ofthe observed judgements, instead of formulating a seperate (syntati) mehanism to aount for eahobservation. Indeed, its further predition is yet to be (dis)on�rmed, and various tehnial details areyet to be re�ned. However, if it is on the right trak, our approah suggests that linguists should pay moreattention to the fat that (un)aeptability judgments are a result of real-time proessing and hene is notimmune to the working of the human proessor. A seemingly grammatial phenomena is not neessarilygrammatial.ReferenesAbe, Jun-ihi. 1995. Bun-no Rikai. Ninti Sinrigaku 3: Gengo, ed. Yukio Otu, Tokyo: University of TokyoPress, 159{171.Asher, Niholas. 1993. Referene to Abstrat Objets in Disourse. Dordreht: Kluwer.Bayer, Samuel. 1996. The Coordination of Unlike Categories. Language 72(3): 579{616.Bregman, Albert S. 1990 Auditory Sene Analysis: The Pereptual Organization of Sound . Cambridge,MA: MIT Press.17We regret that we annot point to the original literature; we owe the story to an informal introdutory letureon phonetis given to the seond author by Takehiko Makino (p..) at a dinner table.18We thank Mafuyu Kitahara for pointing out that a pause is usually assumed to be an indiation that thespeaker is trying to �gure out what (s)he should say. One may or may not all this \lingusiti," but if it is not\lingusiti," our model ould be interpreted as a laim that suh non-lingusti information does have a syntatie�et in real-time proessing, a laim about the interation between the linguisti and the non-linguisti.
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